Why We Remember
Wildcats recall the World War II Japanese American experience
Brilliant education for in-demand careers

Robert Walker BS ’79 enrolled in Weber State’s X-ray program as an undergraduate student, and later became a faculty member while earning his master’s degree and doctorate. Over his 40+ years of teaching radiology, MRI and other modalities at WSU, he has served as radiologic sciences department chair since 2002, became the inaugural Dumke Endowed Chair, and helped launch the school’s bachelor’s and master’s degrees.

But no career accolade matches the feeling of seeing students improve their lives. Walker’s students come from all backgrounds, including those living in rural communities and in the Navajo Nation, single parents and first-generation students.

And, when they graduate, healthcare organizations seek them out. “They would rather come to us for their employees than try to go anywhere else,” Walker said.

For a fast-paced career in an in-demand field, join the School of Radiologic Sciences. With three levels of education to climb the career ladder, graduates are always welcome back.

“Employers are coming to us looking for our graduates.”


Master of Science in Radiologic Sciences

Apply for fall semester by May 1

weber.edu/radsci
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A NEW SPACE TO BE BRILLIANT

College of Engineering, Applied Science & Technology students have a new space at Weber State’s Ogden campus that will help them develop skills to shape the future. Funded by the state of Utah and a naming gift from the Ray & Tye Noorda Foundation, the state-of-the-art Noorda Engineering, Applied Science & Technology Building opened in October 2022.

WSU preserved a portion of the Technical Education Building that previously occupied the space and updated it to match the new building’s design. Together, the spaces cover 155,000 square feet.

The new building, a stunning addition to the campus, features large waveform designs on the exterior and a dynamic sculpture inside with 119 moving origami elements hung from a floating frame, representing the forces of nature and reminding students that the sky is the limit.
WSU SEEK TO IMPROVE ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNER SUCCESS

Weber State offers future teachers and education professionals the skills to help students who are not native English speakers thrive in school.

Along with offering an ESL (English as a Second Language) endorsement for undergraduate and graduate students, the Jerry & Vickie Moyes College of Education received a $2.78 million grant from the Department of Education. The grant will help teachers and administrators improve instruction for students who are learning English in a general classroom setting.

Professors Melissa Alexander, David Byrd and Shermay Vakil will lead the professional development in public and charter schools throughout Utah. The five-year grant will support up to 100 teachers and administrators, admitting a cohort of 25 educators annually beginning the summer of 2023.

“Utah’s Hispanic population is growing faster than the national average and, as a result, our public and charter schools are seeing more English language learners,” said Byrd, WSU professor of teacher education. “Academic success is increasingly linked with children’s mastery of a wide range of skills, including literacy.”

Byrd said a significant achievement gap exists between English language learners and their native-speaking peers, and that gap widens as children change grade levels.

Amy Thomas MED ’17, GCT ’18 earned her Utah teaching license for grades one through eight in 2018 and ESL endorsement in 2019 at WSU. As an ESL teacher, she has seen that achievement gap first-hand.

“Think of how many words your average native-English-speaking child knows before kindergarten versus a child coming from another language background,” she said.

Thomas currently teaches ESL for adults in Weber School District, and previously taught fifth grade for Ogden School District and in WSU’s Learning English for Academic Purposes (LEAP) program. “ESL is my favorite topic to teach,” she said. “I love working with students from all over the world.”

Thomas’s students have come from countries such as China, Democratic Republic of Congo and Afghanistan. Her ESL education has made her mindful, recognizing students may not understand cultural references like “The Three Little Pigs,” and some will be challenged by academic language used to explain math, science and other disciplines.

She hopes more teachers are able to access ESL training.

“We serve a lot of students who are coming from other language backgrounds, and, in the Ogden area, we’re starting to see more refugees,” she said.

WEBER STATE A CENTRAL HUB FOR CYBERSECURITY

The CAE-CDE designation provides Weber State national cybersecurity expertise recognition and helps provide more grant opportunities to expand WSUCI’s training offerings.

The designation also strengthens Weber State’s partnerships with the local defense and aerospace community, including Hill Air Force Base, Boeing, BAE Systems, Northrop Grumman and Raytheon.

“We teach Weber State students how to protect information they can hit the ground running from day one,” Paulson said. “They’ll provide the sort of protection that companies need when managing their information.”

Paulson said he believes students will be challenged by academic language used to explain math, science and other disciplines.

“As president of the office’s Food Recovery Network, she hosted a kitchenware drive for the Weber Cares Pantry, which provides food for any student in need.

“Experiences like these allowed me to be very comfortable in a leadership position and identifying and solving problems in a way that results in real measurable change,” she said.

Lemons also worked on a number of other events and sustainability projects. She estimates that during her last academic year she recruited and coordinated 50 volunteers.

“Experiences like these allowed me to be very comfortable in a leadership position and identifying and solving problems in a way that results in real measurable change,” she said.

Lemons spent her first two years of college at a larger university before switching to WSU, where she developed close relationships with faculty members, including her microbial ecology instructor Katina Twing, who guided her in crafting her own research project.

As an endowed chair in Cyber Security, Paulson says the designation will help teachers and administrators improve instruction for students who are learning English in a general classroom setting.

WEBER’S FIRST ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE GRADUATE SETS THE BAR FOR DIFFERENCE MAKERS

Weber State University, and its students, have a long history of innovation and leadership in environmental issues.

Kaila Lemons BS ’22, a 2022 Ivory Prize award recipient for her leadership and dedication to the community, was chosen as the student speaker for the university’s commencement ceremony last spring. She received a scholarship for her education through the Boys & Girls Clubs of America’s Youth of the Year competition.

As the university’s first Bachelor of Science in Environmental Science graduate, Lemons has been able to make a difference in her community.

Lemons now lives in Vancouver, Washington, and works for The Cannabis Conservancy, which certifies cannabis companies for meeting sustainability standards. “To me, when it comes to sustainability and being responsible, there’s really no topic that’s taboo,” she said.

She is still active in the community, and volunteers with the Vancouver Bee Project. For anyone else who wants to make a difference, Lemons wrote a guide to get started.

Find a link to her guide at weber.edu/wsumagazine.
HOW DID YOU BECOME INTERESTED IN EQUITY ISSUES IN HIGHER ED?

“I wanted to eliminate the barriers I experienced when I was looking into college. During my transition from community college to four-year college, I had a falling out with my family, experienced homelessness and was unable to find funding for college. When speaking to administrators at the university, I saw my options were limited to getting married, having a child, joining the military or hiring a lawyer to help declare independence from my parents. These weren’t viable options for me, and I felt isolated and alone. I want to make sure today’s students don’t face these same issues, and do my part to help make college accessible to everyone.”

WHAT CHANGES DO YOU SEE ON THE HORIZON AT WSU?

“With the creation of the EDI division, along with the new cultural centers, I’m hoping to see higher enrollment, retention and graduation rates for students of color. Additionally, the cultural centers will be a space where anyone can come to learn about each affinity group and participate in different events. I’m optimistic that cultural awareness on campus will continue to grow and we become a more inclusive place for everyone.”

WHAT DREW YOU TO WEBER STATE?

“Weber State is an open-enrollment university and has equity, diversity and inclusion at the heart of its strategic plan, which aligns with my belief that everyone should have a chance to attend college. Whatever your experiences, background or identity, you can find a place at Weber State.”

WHAT DO YOU LOVE MOST ABOUT YOUR NEW ROLE?

“When this position became available, I knew I had to apply. I love working with students and having the opportunity to make a positive impact through my work. I also love the connections and collaboration across campus. I couldn’t do my job alone, and I feel like I’m part of a big family at Weber State. I can’t think of a better place I’d rather be.”

Meet Tammy Nguyen, A NEW ADDITION TO ACCESS & INCLUSION

With a passion for working with diverse student populations, Tammy Nguyen has stepped into a new role as Weber State’s executive director for Access & Inclusion. In this role, she oversees newly established cultural centers — the Black Cultural Center, Native American Cultural Center, Pan-Asian Cultural Center and Pacific Islander Cultural Center — along with the GEAR UP and Upward Bound programs.

She comes to WSU with a Ph.D. in educational leadership and policy, along with years of experience in higher education, most recently as director of academic advising and student success at Utah Valley University.

Wyder State enhances INCLUSIVE TEACHING PRACTICES

Last year, Brenda Marsteller Kowalewski, associate provost, and Nicola Corbin, Teaching & Learning Forum director, launched two courses to enhance inclusive teaching practices at Weber State University. Faculty feedback so far shows that their efforts are paying off. WSU offers the courses, Inclusive Teaching for Equitable Learning (ITEL) and Effective Teaching Practices (ETP), in partnership with the Association of College and University Educators (ACUE). The courses use evidence-based teaching practices to help faculty promote student success within their classrooms. By the end of the 2022–23 academic year, about 160 faculty members will have completed at least one of the ACUE courses.

Of the faculty who completed the ITEL course in summer 2022, 58% reported increased confidence in using evidence-based inclusive teaching practices, and 85% reported improved expertise in inclusivity, equity and diversity as educators.

“I think our faculty are interested in becoming inclusive teachers, but they need more confidence to do that,” Corbin said. “It’s a fraught world, so doing this work can be scary. But I think we have great teachers, so hopefully this provides them with more confidence to bring this important work into the classroom.”
PRESUMED GUILTY

Wildcats remember the World War II Japanese American experience

JAIME WINSTON
The United States forcibly relocated Yukio Shimomura when he was 7 years old.

A former Wildcat, Shimomura returned to Weber State last April to speak about the two and a half years of his childhood at Topaz War Relocation Center, near Delta, Utah.

He showed family photos taken before the camp — his parents young and in love, him goofing off with his older brothers, the time he was a sunflower in a school play.

Then he discussed how life changed as the U.S. went to war with Imperial Japan.

Wartime paranoia — not evidence — painted all people of Japanese ancestry, including those born in the United States, as possible traitors. President Franklin D. Roosevelt issued Executive Order 9066 in February 1942, resulting in the incarceration of West Coast Japanese residents without due process. About two-thirds of those placed in 10 inland relocation centers were natural-born citizens.

Digital media major Andrew Kyed listened to Shimomura’s story, thinking of his own family.

“My grandmother was interned at Topaz,” he said. “She must have been in her mid 20s, so, she was pretty much in the best years of her life, and it was all taken away.”

Life changed for the family after Japan attacked Pearl Harbor.

“Bystanders went with the flow, and the flow was panic against Japanese,” Shimomura said.

Executive Order 9066 resulted in Japanese Americans being placed in temporary detention centers, referred to as assembly centers, and from there, being brought to more-permanent camps. Shimomura calls those second locations “concentration camps,” which he writes as an improper noun to distinguish them from the Nazi-controlled camps of Europe.
leaving Topaz where he worked after Anderson Jewelry Company, Toshinaga Shimomura returned to Topaz, Takahashi again received permission to leave for a Japanese language teaching position to help the U.S. prepare for the military occupation of Japan at Stanford University. Photo by Demetrio Gallegos

In his book, Concentration Camps: North America, historian Roger Daniels wrote that shortly after the executive order was issued, a series of Congressional hearings were held in San Francisco, Portland, Seattle and Los Angeles to gain a cross section of community opinions on the matter. “The overwhelming majority of the witnesses supported, unequivocally, the necessity of getting all Japanese, aliens and citizens, off the Coast,” he wrote.

This included all six residents of the Shimomura household.

The family was given boards and nails to build boxes for their belongings and told to bring only what they could carry, including bedding, toiletries, clothes and silverware. They were first brought to live in barracks at Tanforan Assembly Center, the site of a horse racing track in San Bruno, California. Others were housed in converted horse stables.

“The tough part was that they just washed out the stables and put linoleum on the floor,” Shimomura said. “You can imagine, the many decades of racing on the floor,” Shimomura said. “You can imagine, the many decades of racing on the floor; all of that was seeping up.”

While living conditions alone were a health hazard, Shimomura said he couldn’t imagine what those with chronic illnesses faced without advanced medical services.

“Most of the time, people with chronic illnesses passed away early,” he said.

Behind Barbed Wire

The family boarded a train for Utah months later. At Topaz, the living area covered one square mile, surrounded by barbed wire fencing and guard towers. Shimomura remembers covering his face as he slept to avoid breathing in the dirt blowing in through the floorboards of his family’s barracks.

Barracks were divided to house six families, and noise travelled easily. “If anybody was ill, you heard the moaning and groaning,” Shimomura said. “The humorous part of the whole thing is that over 300 kids were born in the camp, so… the procession process still happened.”

Shimomura attended Desert View Elementary at Topaz, and still has his third-grade class picture. He remembers playing hide-and-seek and kick the can with friends.

He also recalls all of the similar clothing styles at the camp, since most clothes were ordered from the Montgomery Ward or Sears, Roebuck & Co catalog.

Residents could obtain passes to shop in Delta, and a dry goods store and co-op for services and supplies were established, added Jane Beckwith, founder of Topaz Museum.

“The most unusual service was importing fresh fish from the coast to sell in Delta and at the site,” she said.

Beckwith said leaving Topaz for college or a job required applying and waiting for clearance.

In her book Jewels of the Desert, historian Sandra C. Taylor wrote “The apparent tranquility was due in part to the establishment of the institutions of community life — schools, self-government, a newspaper, public health services, churches, and an opportunity for work, self-improvement and recreation.”

Despite efforts to portray a normal life, residents of the camps were still prisoners.

One Topaz resident, James Hatsuaki Wakasa, was killed by a guard after coming too close to the perimeter fence. Shimomura’s cousin, who was incarcerated at Heart Mountain Relocation Center in Wyoming, suffered from ulcers and died after being diagnosed with “stomach problems.” Another of his cousins, also detained at Heart Mountain, went blind due to eye issues Shimomura suspects weren’t properly cared for by the camp.

The Shimomura family was allowed to leave Topaz in November 1944. On Jan. 2, 1945, the U.S. revoked its Japanese relocation orders.

They settled in Ogden. Shimomura played football in junior high and high school and generally felt accepted by peers. “The only problem I had was asking a girl on a date,” he said. “Parents didn’t like to have their daughter go out with Japanese.”

After graduating from Ogden High School in 1953, Shimomura joined the U.S. Army. Following his service, he earned his airplane mechanic license at the Northrop Aeronautical Institute. He married his late wife, Chizuko, in 1958, and began studying part-time at Weber State while working as a ramjet engine technician. He later attended Utah State University, and earned his bachelor’s degree in manufacturing engineering in 1965.

While acknowledging blemishes in the country’s past, he said he’s proud of the freedom the United States offers and that he was able to serve in the military.

If there’s a lesson from his incarceration, he said it’s to advocate for any ethnic groups the country labels “the enemy,” it could happen again.

Today, he has three children and five grandchildren. He lives in Morgan Hill, California, about 70 miles south of where his family left their home in San Francisco.

Yukio Shimomura in 2022, photo by Karen Simmerz
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Why We Remember

Today, the land where Topaz was built appears barren. A closer look, however, reveals rusty nails, utensils and even the remnants of pathways those inside once walked. As many who still remember grow older, Kyed explained, the World War II Japanese American experience is “something that we need to talk more about.”

Kyed attended Shimomura’s presentation at the Wildcat Theater with his Japanese language instructor, Tomono Adachi, who learned about Topaz on a trip to the site in 2019.

“I didn’t research before I went,” she said. “I thought they only brought Japanese nationals to the camp, but they put American citizens in the camp, too. I was shocked.”

She has arranged for Japanese language students and Japanese international students to tour the site and nearby Topaz Museum twice, and plans to continue the trips annually.

Adachi’s students often worry it could happen again; she agrees.

“We have to educate people not to make the same mistakes,” she said.

Fleeing Home

Linda Oda BS ‘67, Weber State professor emeritus of education, has dedicated her career to improving education in Utah, but her family’s arrival in the state was never a choice. While more than 110,000 people of Japanese ancestry were placed in relocation camps, others fled their homes beforehand to protect their families, including her parents.

Oda said her father and uncle were leaders in Los Angeles’ Japanese community, making them potential targets for the FBI following the attack on Pearl Harbor.

When word came that authorities were looking for her uncle, the two began searching for a place to move their families. Her father, Kunimatsu, soon returned to Los Angeles to gather their families and all the belongings they could fit in two cars bound for Utah.

Kunimatsu abandoned the lucrative five-story apartment building he ran, and with his wife, Norma, and Oda’s two older siblings, moved into the Corinne Buddhist Church with seven other families. He worked at a cannery in Perry, Utah, and, later, opened a grocery store.

The family later welcomed Oda, the second youngest of four children.

While her parents escaped incarceration, most of Oda’s extended family went to camps, including her aunt, late WSU emeritus professor of English, Mildred Miya BA ’66.

After World War II, the family moved to Ogden, where Oda’s father opened Kay’s Market, a grocery store on 25th Street. Sadly, prejudice lingered. She recalls hearing people being called “Japs” in town. “I think our parents and our families suffered, but the community stuck together,” she said. “That was really, really, really important.”

One snowy morning in 1961, tragedy struck when an intruder entered the store, stole $100 and beat her father who died later that day. While completing her education, Oda and her siblings were left to balance caring for her mother, who had suffered a stroke, with minding the store.

Like Shimomura, Oda’s history strengthens her advocacy. As administrator of the teacher quality program for Davis School District, she worked with fellow educators to write curricula about the Japanese American experience during World War II for elementary, middle school and high school students. She has been a professor, teacher, administrator, governor’s director of Asian Affairs, and, now, a volunteer with WSU’s Peer Mentor Program, and she has advocated for marginalized groups in each role.

Once while supervising for a student teacher, a young boy saw her face and mockingly yelled “Ching chong Chinese!” Oda sat down with the student, told him that her grandparents immigrated from Japan, helped him find Japan on a map, and discussed the culture with him.

“You need to make people understand that you are a person, too,” she said. When she returned for another visit, the boy drew a picture for her and wanted to be friends.

― LINDA ODA

A Salute to Linda Oda

Linda Oda received the Emeriti Alumni Lifetime Achievement Award in the 2022 WSU Salutes ceremony. Read more about her background and the honor on page 34.
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The School of Nursing still meets industry needs after 70 years.

by Shaylee Stevens
As the Annie Taylor Dee School of Nursing celebrates its 70th anniversary, the faculty, staff and students who make up the hallmark program at Weber State University are building on the school’s legacy of care and service to continue innovating for the future.

Meeting Industry Demand

During the early 1950s, the lingering effects of World War II and the ongoing conflict in North Korea led to the most severe shortage of nurses in modern history. To combat the need for registered nurses, Weber State was selected in 1953 to host one of seven pilot associate degree nursing (ADN) programs as part of a research project led by Adelphi College in New York. Now, 70 years later, the School of Nursing continues to meet the demands of the industry. With nine degree programs, including the Doctor of Nursing Practice program, the school produces more registered nurses than any other institution in Utah, training hundreds per year to serve in communities nationwide.

The school helped Cutter Bergman ADN ’22 transition from student to medical professional. Thanks to classes that worked around his schedule, affordable tuition and networking opportunities, his education ultimately helped him land a job after graduation. He now works at Intermountain McKay-Dee Hospital, where he treats patients recovering from surgeries and inpatient visits.

“The way Weber State’s program works, you start learning about nursing skills early on, while you’re still new to the program,” Bergman said. “As you move up through your courses, you work with community partners to practice your skills in facilities, which makes it great when it’s time for graduation because you’re already familiar with everything.”

To ensure students are prepared to meet industry demands, WSU’s nursing program adapts to student needs, with a key component being stackable credentials. A student could potentially earn an associate’s degree, work for several years in a clinic and return later to earn a bachelor’s degree, master’s degree and doctorate. This style of program gives students a variety of paths, whether they are starting with no experience, advancing their credentials from a local technical college or enhancing their career with a doctorate.

In addition to offering flexible degree paths, Weber State collaborates with multiple campuses to increase accessibility for students across the region. Courses are offered on WSU’s Ogden and Davis campuses, online and at three regional technical colleges: Bridgerland, Davis and Ogden-Weber. The flexibility, combined with innovative teaching practices, helps students enter the industry efficiently and well-prepared to help patients.

“I think the success of our programs really boils down to our faculty and staff,” said Rieneke Holman, School of Nursing chair. “We’re constantly looking at new ways to be innovative and teach our students better, whether that’s new technology or working with community partners to understand their needs. Our focus is always on preparing students to go from being a student to being a nurse.”

Focus on the Community

Beyond meeting industry needs, the School of Nursing allows students to serve the off-campus community.

From its inception, the school has invested in relationships with regional facilities and hosted outreach programs for rural areas. Today, engaging in their communities remains a primary focus for students. Their work outside the classroom helps them gain practical experience under the supervision of faculty, seasoned medical professionals and, often, alumni.

“As a student, you get to go out to all these different facilities to learn about different types of nursing and work with real patients,” Bergman said. “That experience really helps you understand the career better, and it also gives you an opportunity to practice what you’re learning in classes and hone your skills.”

While in school, Bergman gained experience working with patients in emergency room, psychiatric and nursing home settings. His experience is not uncommon, as students work in community facilities throughout the region.

Beyond the more traditional areas for nursing, WSU also focuses on lesser-known avenues, providing students with unique learning opportunities and fulfilling a community need. “The great thing about Weber’s program is we don’t just collaborate with hospitals,” Holman said. “We have strong affiliations with other facilities too, like county jails, home health agencies and surgical centers. We try to maintain relationships with all kinds of partners.”

We’re always looking for ways to innovate and improve because we want to continue helping our students be successful while staying at the forefront of community needs for the years to come.

— Rieneke Holman, School of Nursing chair
Holman noted that the school’s community engagement is driven by the desire to provide meaningful service to community partners while also giving students practical experience. “As the faculty and staff in the program, we’re nurses too. So we understand both the benefits and the challenges of working in nursing facilities, which is why we want our students to have those experiences outside the classroom,” Holman said.

Faculty and staff engage with partners in the community to ensure collaborations can continue and flourish. Administrators and teachers regularly serve on local advisory boards and committees, seek and provide feedback regarding student-provider relationships, and continually seek new ways to help foster better community health. The community-centered education ensures students have an easy transition into the workforce, giving them a network of peers, mentors and potential job opportunities before they graduate.

“By the time I started my capstone project, I felt really prepared and had already made so many connections in the community,” Bergman said. “All my teachers made sure I knew what to expect outside of my classes and they were really upfront about the demands of the job.”

Healthcare for the Future

While the School of Nursing is excited to celebrate 70 years of rich history, faculty are also looking ahead to continue building on the foundation set by the early educators. “It’s important for our students to have good opportunities and intentional learning experiences,” Holman said. “Our goal is to provide excellent nurses that can then benefit our partners and communities long into the future.”

Between teaching and tending to the needs of the school, faculty and staff are planning new programs, updating curriculum and increasing community collaborations. An occupational health nursing certificate is on the way, while a mental health nurse practitioner track is in the planning stages for the doctorate program. The school hopes to add additional specialties as the industry demands, while continuing to improve existing programs.

“The needs of the industry and the community are ever-evolving, so our focus is keeping up with the national needs and training our students for that,” Holman said. “We’re always looking for ways to innovate and improve, because we want to continue helping our students be successful while staying at the front line of community needs for the years to come.”

Celebrating Seven Decades of History

Established in 1953, Weber State’s School of Nursing served as a pioneer for two-year nursing degrees, overcoming initial industry worry about the shortened amount of time students spent in class to become one of the leading schools for nursing in the nation. The first class consisted of 36 women, with only two dedicated faculty to serve them. Today, the school has about 950 students, 56 faculty and multiple degree options. Thousands of alumni have gone on to successful careers. The school has trained graduates who have served overseas, assisted communities during environmental disasters, and, more recently, aided patients during the COVID-19 pandemic.

The school will celebrate its long history with a 70th anniversary party during the fall 2023 semester. More details will be available closer to the start of fall semester.
WEBER STATE’S PLAN TO STREAMLINE SERVICES FOR UTAH’S FASTEST-GROWING DEMOGRAPHIC WILL BECOME A MODEL FOR SERVING STUDENTS OF ALL BACKGROUNDS.

A FOCUS ON SERVICE
EXAMINING eHSI

To understand eHSI, you must first understand HSI (Hispanic-Serving Institution). An HSI designation is outlined by Congress in the Higher Education Act as a higher-learning institution with a full-time equivalent undergraduate student body that is at least 25% Hispanic, according to the Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities. Once institutions obtain that status, they’re eligible for additional federal funding.

In 2020–21, there were 559 HSIs in 29 states, Washington, D.C. and Puerto Rico, but none in Utah, where the Hispanic and Latino population is the fastest-growing demographic group.

While there is no federal definition for eHSI, Excelencia in Education, a nonprofit organization supporting Latino student achievement, identifies an eHSI as an institution with an undergraduate Hispanic enrollment between 15% and 24%.

Weber State officially adopted its eHSI goal in its strategic plan in spring 2021.

“We While other colleges and universities in Utah are now working to achieve HSI status, nobody was willing to be the brave one to make the first public statement; we were the first,” said Adrienne Andrews, vice president for Equity, Diversity and Inclusion and chief diversity officer. “The rest of the institutions in the state have followed our lead.”

The declaration resulted in a $500,000 grant from Ally Financial Inc.

“Our support of Weber State is part of our organization’s deep commitment to creating pathways to economic mobility in diverse communities,” said Jan Bergeson, Ally Bank executive director and Community Reinvestment Act officer.

Weber State used the funds to create Lewis’s position, identify gaps in student recruitment and retention, and coordinate resources for underserved students.

Lewis said she is now collaborating with university departments, other Utah institutions and partners in the community to help serve students.

“We are including everyone.”

Among the many acronyms Weber State faculty and staff use every day, eHSI has become increasingly prevalent in conversations about the university’s future.

It connects with the strategic plan, Weber State Amplified, a 5-year plan for growth, which commits to increasing the percentage of students who identify as Hispanic or Latino to 15% by 2025. Reaching this goal would make WSU an eHSI (emerging Hispanic-Serving Institution).

As of fall 2022, Hispanic and Latino students made up 12.5% of full-time equivalent undergraduates. WSU plans to attract and retain more students by increasing services and support.

Becoming an eHSI, however, isn’t about placing one group over another. It’s about helping WSU better reflect its surrounding community, creating a service model that can be adapted for all students and improving the local economy.

Utah’s K–12 public education system is about 20% Hispanic or Latino, and over 50% of Ogden School District’s students represent the demographic. Making sure more of these students feel welcome at Weber State will mean more youth from local schools go to college, gain in-demand skills employers are looking for and achieve greater economic outcomes.

Yudi Lewis, Hispanic-Serving Initiatives executive director, said the most important part of eHSI is the “S,” since it will lead to improved services across the board.

“In trying to streamline access and support services for one segment of our student population, we are, in turn, creating streamlined access and support services for all segments of our student population,” she said.

“We are including everyone.”

Yudi Lewis, Weber State University executive director of Hispanic-Serving Initiatives
Weber State’s goal is not without its detractors. Lewis and Andrews acknowledge that public discussions about diversity and inclusion can trigger criticism and pushback leading to misconceptions. “But we need to go beyond the negative comments and be mindful that we’re trying to create a space in educational settings for individuals who have not often had that space,” Lewis said.

A low number of Hispanic and Latino students participating in concurrent enrollment programs, which offer high school students classes where they earn college credit, is one reason Lewis said many do not go on to college. “Concurrent enrollment students engage in college courses early on in their life. These students are likely to be motivated to make that transition from high school to college,” she said.

According to the Utah State Board of Education (USBE) and the Utah System of Higher Education, 83.9% of students in concurrent enrollment courses were Caucasian while only 9.9% were Hispanic and Latino during the 2020-2021 academic year, despite making up about 18% of 2021 high school graduates based on a USBE report.

Andrews emphasizes that becoming an eHSI signals a desire to anticipate demographic shifts and a willingness to amend a higher educational system to support more students. It is not about taking something from one group and giving it to a different group.

“There are some students who do just fine with the system as it exists,” she said. “We don’t need to change anything for them in terms of how they’re receiving support, but for the students who were not having success at Weber because the system wasn’t created for them, there must be a structure and a framework put in place that recognizes an unintentional bias and closes systemic gaps in student support and services.”

While enrolling students is part of the plan, Lewis added that supporting students to complete their degrees is equally important. “What we want at Weber State is for every student who walks through our doors to know that they belong in our institution, and we are willing to do everything possible to create a welcoming and supportive space for everybody,” she said.

3. IT WILL ADD TO THE VALUE OF A WSU EDUCATION.

Part of what Weber State hopes to achieve by pursuing eHSI status is to ensure a stimulating mix of intellectual, cultural and educational perspectives on its campuses. Research shows that students who explore culturally diverse views and interact with people from different backgrounds become more creative thinkers, better problem solvers and more accepting members of society.

YURITZ ROSAS HERNANDEZ
majors in marketing and economics.

She serves on the WSUSA Diversity and Unity team and was recently elected 2023–24 vice president of community engagement. As a student leader, she supports WSU’s goal to make college more accessible to Hispanic and Latino students.

---

FORECASTING POSITIVE OUTCOMES

The following is not an exhaustive list of what Weber State hopes to achieve by reaching eHSI status, but rather a bird’s-eye view of anticipated outcomes from a campus-wide effort the university hopes students and employees will embrace and support.

1. IT WILL ADVANCE WSU’S DUAL MISSION.

As assigned by the Utah Legislature and Utah Board of Higher Education, Weber State serves a dual mission, providing every academic amenity associated with a four-year university in addition to the two-year programs and certifications offered at a community college. As an open-enrollment institution, WSU allows all students an opportunity to pursue and complete a college degree or certificate.

“Our goal is to be able to meet all our students where they are and give them the challenges and tools they need to be successful,” Andrews said.

She maintains that identity impactors, such as ethnicity, gender or income, are emphasized in current discussions only because they have proven to be so consequential to student success.

“Once we’re aware that there’s an obstacle to somebody’s learning, then we can find a way to minimize it,” she said. “Our goal is to set up a successful proposition for any student who wants to take advantage of it, and, if we fail to do that, we fail to fulfill the mission of our legislative charter.”

2. IT WILL BOOST ENROLLMENT AND RETENTION.

At a time when U.S. college enrollments are declining, Weber State’s goal is to enroll 32,000 students by the 2025-26 academic year. However, demographers are predicting fewer high school graduates starting in 2025. They warn that unless colleges and universities bring in and retain more students, they will struggle to remain viable. Education analysts say colleges need fresh strategies to attract populations they have previously underserved: high school students taking college courses, community college transfers and working adults. These same experts say new students will show up when they see campuses committed to fulfilling the mission of our legislative charter.”

3. IT WILL ADD TO THE VALUE OF A WSU EDUCATION.

Part of what Weber State hopes to achieve by pursuing eHSI status is to ensure a stimulating mix of intellectual, cultural and educational perspectives on its campuses. Weber State’s goal is to enroll 32,000 students by the 2025-26 academic year.

While enrolling students is part of the plan, Lewis added that supporting students to complete their degrees is equally important. “What we want at Weber State is for every student who walks through our doors to know that they belong in our institution, and we are willing to do everything possible to create a welcoming and supportive space for everybody,” she said.
“We need to stay away from that deficit mentality that students from historically underserved backgrounds are not college material,” Lewis said. “These students have dreams and aspirations. Weber State offers educational opportunities and support services to enable all students to complete a college education.”

Andrews adds that the effort is also driven by a desire to prepare a job-market-ready workforce for a global economy. “Students can learn all that in team-building experiences where they have to work on some kind of classroom project with people who are like them and people who are not like them, and that’s important because the ability to work collaboratively and think critically are the kinds of skills that employers seek,” she said.

4. IT WILL HELP WSU SERVE ITS COMMUNITY.

Weber State’s Ogden campus is located in Weber County, home to the second highest concentrations of Hispanic and Black populations in Utah. However, the composition of WSU’s student population doesn’t reflect the community’s diversity.

Ogden School District 2022-23 Hispanic and Latino headcount enrollment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCHOOL</th>
<th>HISPANIC STUDENT %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ben Lomond High School</td>
<td>59.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Washington High School</td>
<td>52.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ogden High School</td>
<td>47.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland Junior High School</td>
<td>61.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mound Fort Junior High School</td>
<td>51.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mount Ogden Junior High School</td>
<td>38.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber State University</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Utah State Board of Education and Utah System of Higher Education

Ogden High School, which has a nearly 50% Hispanic and Latino student population, boasted 393 graduates in 2022, but only 75 came to Weber State. Of those 75 students, 25 identified as Hispanic or Latino. Lewis finds the statistic alarming. “Where are the rest of those graduates? Why aren’t they at Weber State? Did they even go to college?” Lewis asked.

“As we figure out the pieces that will be meaningful for this particular Hispanic demographic of students — to not only enroll at Weber State, but to remain and persist until they graduate — we’ll create a model that will benefit other marginalized populations as well,” Andrews said. “If we don’t make this shift, we are holding back the earning potential of our own communities and the citizenry of the nation.”

5. IT WILL INCREASE UTAH’S ECONOMIC PROSPERITY.

Higher education constitutes one of the most significant influences on the state’s economy, consistently producing the labor supply that powers economic momentum. An estimated 439,000 people of Hispanic or Latino descent live in Utah — the actual number could be higher. According to the Utah State Board of Education, 131,954 Hispanic and Latino students are in Utah’s K-12 public education system.

K-12 Hispanic and Latino enrollment growth

Informed by forecasts of Utah’s economic and workforce needs, the Utah System of Higher Education (USHE) calls for the following:

1. More Utah high school graduates enrolling and graduating from USHE institutions
2. More students completing college degrees in a timely manner
3. More students earning college degrees that align with high-wage, high-demand occupations

A 2021 Economic Report to the Governor, prepared by the Utah Economic Council, anticipates the percentage of people of color ages 18-35 in Utah will nearly double by 2065.

The report notes the need for significant changes to address a degree attainment gap within the USHE system. “Multi-dimensional strategies will be used to increase the system’s positive contribution to workforce development with a specific focus on closing equity gaps that inhibit the full realization of our state’s workforce and economic potential,” the report stated.

MOVING FORWARD

Weber State President Brad Mortensen recently announced the university’s efforts have been working. “We have legitimately made progress towards our 15% goal as our Latino and Hispanic student enrollment percentage has increased by about half of a percentage point in fall 2021 and, again, in fall 2022,” he said. “But I think the real progress has been in the culture of Weber State faculty, staff and students embracing the goal and working collaboratively to achieve such a significant milestone.”
FOLLOWING THE 2022 SEASON, when Weber State's football team again ranked in the top 10 in the FCS, Jay Hill stepped down as head coach. During his nine seasons with the team, Hill transformed the program. He led Weber State to four Big Sky championships and six trips to the Football Championship Subdivision playoffs. He also coached multiple All-Americans and All-Conference players.

He left Weber State as the Big Sky Conference's all-time leader in football coaching wins with 68.

Coach Hill had many memorable WSU victories, and it's difficult to narrow them down to a list of the best, but we gave it a shot.

Here is our list of the top 10 memorable wins in Coach Hill's career:

10 // OCT. 23, 2021

Win at #2 Eastern Washington: The Wildcats forced three turnovers and had three successful fake punts when they defeated second-ranked Eastern Washington 35-34 in Cheney, Washington. Eastern Washington was the highest-ranked team WSU defeated during the Hill era.

9 // NOV. 13, 2021

Shutout win against Southern Utah: WSU dominated Southern Utah in every aspect of the game, beating the Thunderbirds 62-0 in Cedar City.

8 // APRIL 10, 2021

Clinched fourth straight title: WSU won its first outright championship ever and its fourth-straight Big Sky title with a 20-15 win over Idaho State. With this win, the Wildcats earned an undefeated regular season record.

7 // NOV. 25, 2017

Playoff win over Western Illinois: WSU hosted its first-ever FCS playoff game and defeated Western Illinois 21-19 at Stewart Stadium.

6 // OCT. 10, 2015

Win at Montana: Weber State did something it hadn’t done in 28 years, win a game in Missoula. The Wildcats beat the Grizzlies 24-21 in overtime for their first win in Montana since 1987.

5 // OCT. 22, 2016

Comeback win at Southern Utah: With under eight minutes to play in the game at Southern Utah, the Wildcats trailed the Thunderbirds 36-14. But WSU scored 23 unanswered points as the minutes ticked by to beat Southern Utah 37-36. The victory also gave WSU a 4-0 record in Big Sky play.

4 // MARCH 27, 2021

Hail Mary win over Northern Arizona: WSU pulled out a miracle win as Randall Johnson found Justin Malone for a last-ditch 50-yard touchdown pass as time expired to lift the Wildcats to a 29-23 win over the Lumberjacks at Stewart Stadium.

3 // DEC. 2, 2017

Playoff win at Southern Utah: The Wildcats got revenge for a regular season loss as they went to Cedar City and beat Southern Utah 30-13 in the second round of the FCS playoffs. During the first quarter, WSU trailed 10-0 before outscoring SUU 30-3 the rest of the way. The win moved WSU to the quarterfinals of the FCS playoffs for the first time.

2 // SEPT. 10, 2022

Win at Utah State: WSU dominated Utah State State 35-7 for the first Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) win of Hill's career. It was also the first win for the Wildcats over an FBS team in 29 years and the first win against Utah State since 1978.

1 // DEC. 13, 2019

Playoff win over Montana: On a cold, snowy night, WSU made history at Stewart Stadium with a 17-15 win over archival Montana in the quarterfinals of the FCS playoffs. The Wildcat defense had six sacks and forced five interceptions. The win advanced Weber State to the semifinals of the playoffs for the first time ever.

By Paul Grua
Ogden Downtown Alliance. He lives in downtown Ogden with the Ogden-Weber Chamber of Commerce, Visit Ogden and the Steve has served on numerous community boards, including for Dollars has contributed more than $193,000 to the fund, or undocumented immigrants who dream of becoming the annual fundraiser that benefits the university’s Oportunidad Weber State to create Dining for Dollars at Sonora Grill, an opportunities for students who do not qualify for federal aid. Dr. Jasmine became president of its Salt Lake City office. Following a run for a seat in the U.S. Congress, Dave started marketing and communications firm ThomasARTS. His professional accomplishments and community service have been recognized by the Utah Advertising Federation, the Arthritis Association’s Utah/Denver chapter, Salt Lake Community College and the WSU Emeriti Alumni Council. After taking the lead in raising the couple’s three active sons, Kathi Thomas, a gifted early childhood educator, established Mrs. T’s School in Pocatello, Idaho. Over the years, she has acquired an extensive collection of children’s books that she has ingeniously displayed in the family’s home.

Distinguished Service David Ballard, a proud, fifth-generation Ogdenite, Steve Ballard owns operates the Sonora Grill, as well as Ogden Produce Company, an annual fundraiser that benefits the university's Oportunidad Scholarship Fund. The scholarship promotes educational opportunities for students who do not qualify for federal aid and is intended to remove financial barriers for low-income or undocumented immigrants who dream of becoming the first in their family to earn a college degree. So far, Dining for Dollars has contributed more than $193,000 to the fund, which has provided scholarships to more than 52 students. Steve has served on numerous community boards, including the Ogden-Weber Chamber of Commerce, Visit Ogden and the Ogden Downtown Alliance. He lives in downtown Ogden with his wife, Emily, and their four children. They enjoy traveling, skiing and gardening.

LEWIS W. SHURTLEFF AWARD FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO EDUCATION Dr. Jacqueline “Jackie” Thompson MS ’97 Jackie Thompson championed groundbreaking policies as Davis School District’s first African American assistant superintendent. These policies focused on building schools that which to build a deeper appreciation for equity, diversity and inclusion. Originally from Nashville, Tennessee, Jackie is the oldest of nine children. Much of her life was spent living in various states and abroad while her father served in the U.S. military. She earned her bachelor’s degree at Idaho State University and taught elementary school in Idaho and California before relocating to Utah to work at Hill Air Force Base. She pursued a master’s degree at Weber State and later received a doctorate in educational administration from Utah State. Jackie was hired by Davis School District in 2000 and retired in 2017 as director of educational equity. Four years later, the district persuaded her to come back and overseeing equity and diversity issues. Jackie also worked as a gender equity and educational advocate for the Utah State Office of Education. Jackie maintains an ambitious agenda of civic engagement and motivational speaking in the wake of her second retirement. She has received numerous awards and recognitions, including the YCC Spirit of the American Woman Award for Public Education and the Utah Women’s Achievement Award presented by the Governor’s Commission for Women and Families. In 1999, she was chosen to be Mrs. Utah. Jackie and her husband, Eddie, have two sons, two daughters-in-law and four grandchildren.

Distinguished Alumni Dr. Todd Rose BS ’96 Before coming to Weber State, Todd Rose was a high school dropout and a father-to-be, living in Layton, Utah, making less than $5 an hour and subsisting on government welfare checks. Although schoolteachers and principals had labeled Todd a class clown and troublemaker and encouraged his parents to temper their expectations about what he would be able to achieve, he felt sure he had something special to offer. At WSU, Todd forged his own path to the American Dream. He traces his academic transformation to these psychology professors who mentored and believed in him, even when he didn’t fully believe in himself. He found out, after graduating with a bachelor’s degree in psychology in 2000, that one of them had even taught an extra class and donated his pay to the psychology department so Todd could be hired as his research assistant. In 2007, Todd earned a doctorate from Harvard University and soon became a professor at the Harvard Graduate School of Education, where he led the lab on the science of individuality. He was also the faculty director for the Mind, Brain, and Education program. Currently, Todd is the president of the Roosevelt-based tank, Populace, and the author of three best-selling books.

EMERITI ALUMNI LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD Dr. Linda Inouye Oda BS ’67 Linda Oda’s Japanese American family made a life in Utah not only because of necessity after fleeing Los Angeles to escape internment during World War II. Her parents opened a successful market on Ogden’s 25th Street, but one morning in 1961, an unidentified intruder entered the store, stole $100 from the cash register and beat her father so savagely, he died later that day. The family managed to keep their store open, moved to nearby Magna and graduated from Weber State with a bachelor’s degree in elementary education. She balanced what little time she had to study with minding the store and caring for her mother, who had suffered an incapacitating stroke, alongside her siblings. Linda taught school for a few years before working as a reading specialist for several Utah school districts. She earned a doctorate in education at Brigham Young University while serving as principal at C.H. Taylor Elementary in Ogden. She joined the faculty at Weber State, oversaw the Davis School District’s Quality Teaching program, and was asked to develop materials to educate children about World War II internment camps. He directed the office of the governor’s executive branch under Governor Jon Huntsman Jr.’s tenure. She coordinated the Utah State Board of Education’s English Language Learner program, and spearheaded involvement at the state level for programs that offer AFS International exchange students and other students from around the world the opportunity to adopt an American host family. In 2000 and retired in 2017 as director of educational equity. These policies focused on building schools that which to build a deeper appreciation for equity, diversity and inclusion. Originally from Nashville, Tennessee, Jackie is the oldest of nine children. Much of her life was spent living in various states and abroad while her father served in the U.S. military. She earned her bachelor’s degree at Idaho State University and taught elementary school in Idaho and California before relocating to Utah to work at Hill Air Force Base. She pursued a master’s degree at Weber State and later received a doctorate in educational administration from Utah State. Jackie was hired by Davis School District in 2000 and retired in 2017 as director of educational equity. Four years later, the district persuaded her to come back and overseeing equity and diversity issues. Jackie also worked as a gender equity and educational advocate for the Utah State Office of Education. Jackie maintains an ambitious agenda of civic engagement and motivational speaking in the wake of her second retirement. She has received numerous awards and recognitions, including the YCC Spirit of the American Woman Award for Public Education and the Utah Women’s Achievement Award presented by the Governor’s Commission for Women and Families. In 1999, she was chosen to be Mrs. Utah. Jackie and her husband, Eddie, have two sons, two daughters-in-law and four grandchildren.

Distinguished Alumni Dr. Todd Rose BS ’96 Before coming to Weber State, Todd Rose was a high school dropout and a father-to-be, living in Layton, Utah, making less than $5 an hour and subsisting on government welfare checks. Although schoolteachers and principals had labeled Todd a class clown and troublemaker and encouraged his parents to temper their expectations about what he would be able to achieve, he felt sure he had something special to offer. At WSU, Todd forged his own path to the American Dream. He traces his academic transformation to these psychology professors who mentored and believed in him, even when he didn’t fully believe in himself. He found out, after graduating with a bachelor’s degree in psychology in 2000, that one of them had even taught an extra class and donated his pay to the psychology department so Todd could be hired as his research assistant. In 2007, Todd earned a doctorate from Harvard University and soon became a professor at the Harvard Graduate School of Education, where he led the lab on the science of individuality. He was also the faculty director for the Mind, Brain, and Education program. Currently, Todd is the president of the Roosevelt-based tank, Populace, and the author of three best-selling books.

EMERITI ALUMNI LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD Dr. Linda Inouye Oda BS ’67 Linda Oda’s Japanese American family made a life in Utah not only because of necessity after fleeing Los Angeles to escape internment during World War II. Her parents opened a successful market on Ogden’s 25th Street, but one morning in 1961, an unidentified intruder entered the store, stole $100 from the cash register and beat her father so savagely, he died later that day. The family managed to keep their store open, moved to nearby Magna and graduated from Weber State with a bachelor’s degree in elementary education. She balanced what little time she had to study with minding the store and caring for her mother, who had suffered an incapacitating stroke, alongside her siblings. Linda taught school for a few years before working as a reading specialist for several Utah school districts. She earned a doctorate in education at Brigham Young University while serving as principal at C.H. Taylor Elementary in Ogden. She joined the faculty at Weber State, oversaw the Davis School District’s Quality Teaching program, and was asked to develop materials to educate children about World War II internment camps. He directed the office of the governor’s executive branch under Governor Jon Huntsman Jr.’s tenure. She coordinated the Utah State Board of Education’s English Language Learner program, and spearheaded involvement at the state level for programs that offer AFS International exchange students and other students from around the world the opportunity to adopt an American host family.
CLASS NOTES

A L U M N I  U P D A T E S

‘70s

William “Bill” Watanabe BS ’70 was born on the island of Maui, Hawaii, and moved to Tampa Bay, Florida, in the late 1980s to open a new mortgage branch for Barclays American Mortgage Corporation. He recently sold his realty company, Under the Sun Realty, which he owned for 17 years. He is currently working for Century 21 Real Estate Champions in St. Petersburg/Clearwater, Florida, where he is a consultant and trainer for new real estate agents. Concurrently, he has been a commercial broker for 10 years. He is a member of the Certified Commercial Investment Institute, the commercial real estate industry’s global standard for professional achievement. He has one son, one daughter and six grandchildren. He lives in Seminole, Florida.

Manuel “Manny” Cantorna BS ’71 is a retired licensed clinical social worker. During his early career, he provided group and individual therapy for substance abuse patients at St. Francis Hospital in Honolulu, Hawaii. He went on to supervise a unit of counselors who provided drug and alcohol therapy with the Salvation Army Detox Unit. He also worked for the State of Hawaii, supporting children with special health needs. He later worked with individuals struggling with substance abuse at American Psych Systems (now APS Healthcare, Inc.). Before retiring, he worked for a health insurance company, AlohaCare, where he oversaw local agencies receiving federal funds to assist people dealing with substance abuse. He has volunteered for the American Red Cross since retiring in 2019. Manny earned his Master of Social Work from the University of Utah in 1973 and his Master of Public Health from the University of Hawaii in 1986. He has one daughter and four grandchildren, and lives in Honolulu.

’72s

Bill Allred BA ’72 is a morning talk show host for the Salt Lake City-based radio station, X96. For the past 30 years, he has co-hosted the “Radio from Hell” show, which has produced over 8,000 episodes and continues to air. Bill began his career with the station in 1980, when it was a small Ogden-based operation known as KJQ. Prior to his career in radio, Bill was an accomplished actor. He acted with the Utah Shakespeare Festival while attending Weber State College. After graduating, he studied acting in the Master of Fine Arts program at Penn State University. He went on to act with the Long Beach Repertory Theatre Company of California, before touring with Children’s Repertory Theatre based at Florida State University in Tallahassee. Before returning to Utah, he also acted in several New York City productions. In 2014, Bill spoke at the TEDxWeberStateUniversity event. He lives in Salt Lake City.

100% Online Designed for Working Professionals

Becoming a healthcare leader shouldn’t require you to put the rest of your life on hold. Our flexible, high-quality, low-cost online eMHA program allows you to earn your degree while continuing to work.

weber.edu/mha

APPLY NOW FOR FALL 2023!

ALUMNI DISCOUNT Weber State alumni who are accepted into the fall 2023 eMHA cohort will be eligible for an additional one-time 5% loyalty discount on the first semester’s tuition.

“ I have certainly learned a great deal from the program. It has helped to round out areas that I didn’t even understand I had a gap in.”

— Darcy Siebenaller, eMHA graduate
YOUR GOLF GAME SUPPORTS WSU STUDENTS!

June 2, 2023
The Barn Golf Club

Join the Alumni Golf Classic, and help raise $100,000 for WSU students.

Make a donation of any size (100% of proceeds go to scholarships).

Greg Bell BA ’72 is president and CEO of the Utah Hospital Association. He serves as a founding chair of Get Healthy Utah, a nonprofit promoting healthy eating and active living. He formerly chaired Utah Transit Authority, USTAR and Envision Utah. Greg served as lieutenant governor under Utah Gov. Gary Herbert from 2009 to 2013 and two terms in the Utah State Senate. Greg is a past mayor of Farmington, Utah, and a graduate of the S.J. Quinney College of Law at the University of Utah, he practiced law for 30 years. His wife, Joy Lynn Bell BS ’72, has served in her church and community. She and Greg are inner-city missionaries for The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. They reside in Fruit Heights, Utah, and have six children and 28 grandchildren.

Carolyn Wold BA ’72 has worked in the nursing field throughout her career. She began in 1964 at St. Benedict’s Hospital, serving in the orthopedic and infectious disease department, and later became head of that department. She then transferred to Ogden Clinic, where she worked from 1959 to 1964. In 1964, she moved over to the original Thomas Dee Memorial Hospital, working as a float nurse. When the Dee hospital moved to a new location in 1969, Carolyn worked in the open heart surgical rooms and later became head nurse of the operating rooms and director of surgical services. Carolyn earned her bachelor’s degree in nursing and a master’s degree in nursing administration from the University of Utah. She also taught operating room nursing as an adjunct instructor at Weber State. Before retiring from McKay-Dee Hospital in 1993, she worked as the director of education for operating room nursing. In this role, she ensured that the hospital’s accreditation standards were upheld. She lives in Ogden.

‘80s

Steven R. Harris BA ’82, is the dean of libraries at Northwestern Illinois University on Chicago’s North Side. After graduating from WSU, he earned a master’s degree in English from the University of Utah, and continued on to earn a master’s degree in library science from the University of Arizona. Since then, he has served in many roles at university libraries across the country, including Texas A&M University, Louisiana State University, University of Tennessee, Utah State University, University of New Mexico and University of Nevada, Reno. He lives in Chicago.

Frank Nolden BA ’87 recently retired after a successful 34-year career with the IRS. From 2008 until his retirement in 2022, he held various positions in the IRS Senior Executive Service. Most recently, he served as executive director of Stakeholder Partnerships, Education and Communication. He oversaw the national Volunteer Income Tax Assistance program, which works with volunteer organizations, such as the United Way and AARP, to prepare income tax returns for underserved populations. Prior to that role, he was the director of the IRS Service Center in Atlanta, Georgia, where he oversaw approximately 2,000 employees. He is currently a state president with The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. His wife, Nannette Shayne (Slade) Nolden BS ’83, went on to complete her master’s degree in 1995 at Portland State University, where she studied psychology with an industrial/organizational emphasis. She has held various positions, including human resources manager and Realtor. She most recently served nine years on the Board of Directors for View Point Health, a community service board in Georgia that provides mental health services for underserved communities. Additionally, she has served two years on the board of directors for Behavioral Health Georgia. She has also spent time lobbying for mental health legislation in Washington, D.C. Frank and Nannette have seven children and 11 grandchildren with two more on the way.

Andy Vosey BS ’88 works in the legal and compliance department of a U.S. hedge fund within the London-based office of Davidson Kemper Capital Management. LP. Andy came to Weber State from London with a tennis scholarship and played for the university for eight years, helping to win the Big Sky Championship in 1985, 1986, 1987 and 1988. After graduating from Weber, he earned a master’s degree in international business from Pepperdine University in California. He then returned to London, taking a position with Goldman Sachs for the next 10 years. This led him to a successful career in legal and compliance with major financial institutions, including Credit Suisse, Millennium Management, LLC, HSBC and Morgan Stanley. His wife, Cynthia “Cindy” Sullivan-Vosey BS ’90, met Andy while studying pre-med at Weber State on a Presidential Scholarship. She was involved in the choir and Orchesis Dance Theatre. She graduated magna cum laude. When she moved to London, she worked as a biochemist for the National Poisons Unit before completing her medical training at King’s College London in 2001. She was a recipient of the Goldman Sachs Academic Scholarship during her medical training and specialized in neurodevelopmental pediatrics with a special interest in neurorehabilitation. She has worked in various National Health Service hospitals, including University College Hospital, The Children’s Trust and Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children. She currently works at the Evelina London Children’s Hospital, where she provides support for children and young people with neurodevelopmental disabilities and their families. Andy and Cindy have two daughters and one granddaughter.

‘90s

James R. Taggart AS ’91, AS ’92, BS ’90 received the Ogden-Weber Chamber of Commerce 2022 Chairperson of the Year Award. He has led the chamber’s Legislative Affairs Committee for the past four years. As president of Ogden-Weber Technical College since 2017, he has been involved in numerous local, state and national organizations. He sits on the board of directors for the Utah Defense Alliance, Northern Utah Economic Alliance and Northern Utah Chamber Coalition, as well as the Ogden Weber Chamber of Commerce Executive Board, and as a commissioner for the Council on Occupational Education.

Russ Porter BS ’94, MED ’05 is a health science, current events and driver’s education teacher at Bonneville High School in South Ogden, Utah. He is serving in his sixth year as the Mayor of South Ogden City. He also serves as the chair of the Weber Area Council of Governments, as well as an officer with the Mayors of South Ogden City. Portier also serves as a health science, current events and driver’s education teacher at Bonneville High School. He has been recognized by the Utah Defense Alliance, the Utah Defense Alliance, the Utah Department of Transportation and the Utah Department of Transportation. In addition, he has been involved in numerous local, state and national organizations.

Doug Heer BS ’97 has served as president of Precision Pools & Spas, a company of 35 employees, for the past 25 years. The company is a member of the Master Pools Guild and the Pool and Spa Industry. He volunteers in his community, supports his church and lives in Eagle Mountain, Utah.

Melissa Trotter BA ’97 is a procurement analyst and small business specialist with a degree in Business Administration from the University of Utah. She previously served as a lead for the Bureau of Reclamation at Hill Air Force Base, Utah, and the director of business operations at the 460th Contracting Squadron at Buckley Air Force Base, Colorado. In 2001, she
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Tyson Pendleton BFA ‘21 is a program supervisor at WayPoint Academy in Huntsville, Utah, where he helps students with depression, obsessive compulsive disorder and anxiety. He has volunteered for the past seven years for the nonprofit Ogdens Friends of Acoustic Music as a committee member and a campground coordinator. In October of 2022, he presented his first solo art exhibition, “Personal Space,” at The Monarch in Ogden. The well-attended exhibition was a collection of expressionistic oil paintings.

Donette Taggart Huff BS ‘22 is a health coach for Orlint, a corporate wellness provider. She is also an office manager for the Utah Army National Guard’s Environmental Resources Management office. Donette is an inducted member of the National Society of Leadership and Success, an honor society with more than 700 college chapters. She has two children.
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As the Annie Taylor Dee School of Nursing celebrates 70 years of nursing education (page 18), an early graduate reminded us of how far we’ve come.

We didn’t hike up to Mount Ogden, but we did hike back and forth to the old campus and to the Dee Hospital the first year. I’ll never forget taking samples out of the swimming pool and finding all the bacteria and bugs in the water under our microscopes. I was also a member of the Oyaywa Social Club. Our professor was Mrs. Stewart. She kept us all in line with white aprons, white shoes and white hose. I remember the clunky white shoes that were supposed to save our feet and especially the price, $25. It was a big deal in those days. I remember I dumped the dirty laundry down the chute at the hospital, but it went to the kitchen because it was the food dumbwaiter, but we all graduated, so we must have done something right.

— Jill Heiner Garrison Davis, ADN ’55

Jill was one of five students representing six decades of nursing education at WSU for our fall 2013 cover. She is the student on the far left.

Jill was one of five students representing six decades of nursing education at WSU for our fall 2013 cover. She is the student on the far left.

**WSU NURSING PIONEER**

**SHARE FEEDBACK, WIN WSU GEAR!**

To better serve you, our reader, give us feedback on the magazine and what you’d like to see in it. You can also enter for a chance to win WSU gear. Use the QR code or find a link at weber.edu/wsumagazine. The survey closes on May 15, 2023.

**CORRECTION**

Alumni Association leaders paid homage to the 1920s in our fall 2022 issue with a ’20s-style photo shoot at Eccles Art Center in Ogden. The location was once the Eccles family home, where David and Bertha Eccles raised their 12 children, and, for a time, a Weber College women’s dormitory. We incorrectly listed the year the home became a dormitory. Along with more information on the family and home, we received the following correction.

Bertha Jenssen Eccles, my grandmother, died in the fall of 1935. The house was then occupied by her son, my uncle, Joseph Eccles, until he died in 1945. It was then in 1948 that it became a dormitory for girls at Weber College.

— Myrelle Eccles Thomas

The Eccles family has had a tremendous influence on Utah and Weber State. Myrelle compiled Our Eccles family: Eccles family information, featuring more on the family’s history. The book is in Stewart Library’s special collections.

**MEMORIES OF TOPAZ**

This issue features the story of former Wildcat, Yukio Shimomura, who was detained as a child at the Topaz War Relocation Center near Delta, Utah (page 10). Were you or someone close to you held at Topaz? Do you have a personal story related to the camp? Please share your story at magazine@weber.edu.

To: magazine@weber.edu
From: WaldoTheWildcat@weber.edu
Subject: Email Us!

Want to share your thoughts on something you read? Email us at magazine@weber.edu.

*Please note that letters may be edited for length or clarity.*
What did you like about this issue?
What could be better?